Detonation sensitivity is important index for measuring initial capability high explosive. Steven impact test is one of the basic tests about gauging and has greatly increased the fundamental knowledge of practical predictions of impact safety hazards. We describe a modified form of Lee-Tarver reactive flow model, Lagrange model and elastoplasticity hydrodynamics model. It is better suited for test data. Numerical simulation has become more important in designing detonation systems and the quantification of its uncertainty is also necessary to reliability certification. We try to apply quantification of uncertainty in detonation simulation to Steven impact test for proof feasibility of the quantifying uncertainty framework in practical problem.
Introduction
When QMU Quantification of Margins and Uncertainties is applied to reliability certification of detonation system, we need to use Margins and Uncertainties about some characteristic physical quantities. Under the condition that experiment lacks, Margins require numerical simulation that is capable of finishing the calculation procedure and obtaining computed result. At the meantime, Uncertainties require quantitative assessment of the computed result uncertainties. Above information will directly affect decision and the confirmation for a model product or design scheme. Consequently, Quantification of Uncertainties is the key technology when we resolve engineering questions [1] . In this paper, we study application of quantification of uncertainties method in detonation simulation to Steven test.
Numerical simulation in detonation system
Model used to QU study should be capable of finishing the calculation procedure. Because of the complexity of detonation process, it is difficult to choose object of QU study from lots of characteristic physical phenomenon. At last, we decide on Steven impact test for study object.
The impact sensitivity of high solid explosive is a special important aspect in the courses of operation storage and transportation. A series of impact tests for special scenes were developed and used to distinguish detonation intensity, for example, drop hammer test, Susan test and so on. These tests have not enough experiment data and weren't suited numerical calculation because the temporal record was limited. Steven impact test was designed for the requirement and could confirm critical impact velocity of exothermic reaction of HE (high explosive), study radiate and developmental laws of chemic reaction, and quantitative describe opposite reactive intensity of explosive.
Steven impact test placed stress and strain sensor on tester to get further information about reactive course of HE. The experimental data could be used to numerical calculation, confirm parameter of HE, estimate detonator safety on impacting, and provide experimental data for building a credible calculational model.
In this paper, we simulate Steven test for LX-04 using a Lagrange finite element code and get the threshold velocity.
In the end, we analyze relations between size of grid and threshold velocity. Figure 1 illustrates the sketch map of Steven impact test. Detonator sample, which is embedded by stress and train sensor, is cased box. The sample box is fixed in steel target. The steel pill is flatly shot and vertically impact sample box. 
Experiment Installation and Modeling

Experiment Installation
Numerical Modeling
In this paper, we describe a modified form of 2D Lagrange code system, elastoplasticity hydrodynamics model, Lee-Tarver reactive flow model. The model uses two Jones-Wilkins-Lee equations of state, one for the unreacted explosive and one for its reaction products, in the temperature dependent form:
(1) P is pressure V is specific volume, T is temperature is Gruneisen coefficient C v is average heat capacit A, B, R 1 and R 2 are adjustable coefficients.
The Lee Tarver three-term rate law is:
In equation (2)
, e, g, x, y and z are twelve adjustable coefficients. A is critical compress measurement and used to limit ignition criterion. If compress scale is less than a, it is not ignition and not detonation.
Computed result
The threshold velocity of explosive could be measured in Steven impact test. Analyzing experiment data, Steven test is being modeled using Lee-Tarver reactive flow model in Lagrange and elastoplasticity hydrodynamics codes. Figure 2 is pressure distributing in which initial impact velocity of shot is 80 m/s. Figure 2 illustrate that explosive has obviously reacted. SDT-shock-to detonation transition-is the key process in comprehending ignition and safety of explosive. SDT research is important for the development of theory modeling about non-steady detonation and is base of ignition mechanism.
Threshold velocity could be showed by critical energy criterion in definite range of pressure, as formula (3):
n and S 1 is constants about explosive. We could calculate critical impact velocity which is depend on formula (3). 
QU in complicated detonation system
Uncertainty of detonation simulation is coming from initial state modeling of product, physical rule modeling and numerical calculation. In Steven test simulation, we assume that initial state and physical rule is true, and assess uncertainty of numerical calculation through QU frame.
Choosing appraisal object
Ignition growing reaction model is used for working out safety and behavior of high explosive and propellant. It is better suited for figuring up detonation process. In some study, size of grid is restricted under 10-20/mm. In fact, model which is calibrated by test is not exactly described all tests about detonation. Under specific condition, computed result should drift with grid size. The change in value belongs to disoretization error. In this paper, study object is a relation between grid size and threshold velocity.
Quantification of Uncertainties
Length-width ratio of high explosive grid is 1.18. Through modulating grid size, we study corresponding relation of grid size and threshold velocity. Figure 4 display this relation. From figure 5, we found threshold velocity monotone decreasing with decrease of grid size. When grid size is less than 0.055mm, change of threshold velocity is faint. This phenomenon comes from the artificial adjustment used to ensure the calculation when the grid size is small. For more accurate quantification uncertainty on detonation simulation, we must unify artificial adjustment on computing process (called fixed program). Table 1 shows result after program fixed. Figure 5 is the corresponding image. Results proof our judgment that numerical result could be used to quantification uncertainty after program fixed. For disoretization error quantification uncertainty, we could set up assessment function, like formula 4:
V cr is the threshold velocity of impact initiation, h is grid size, g 1 , g 2 , g 3 is correlation coefficient. By inversion count, we get:
84786567 When grid size tend to zero, quasi-convergent result of threshold velocity is 62.85m/s and get close to experiment value (61.5(+0,-0.8)m/s). Results proof the frame of QU is advisable as studying physical problem. Uncertainty of example is 17.15m/s. The more grid size is, the more uncertainty of detonation simulation is. So suitable grid size is beneficial to accomplish calculation and reduce uncertainty.
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we analyze the source and category of numerical modeling uncertainty, and study the composing coalescence and mathematical expression of the uncertainty totals. Under QU frame, we carry out uncertainty quantification on complicated detonation system, finish related calculation about grid size and threshold velocity to Steven test and set up a uncertainty forecasting model. Because of many substantial factors (i.e. calibration), it is difficult to master the changing regularity of uncertainty. So we will still meet new challenge! 
